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1 A discussion about how
to transmit is provided in
the following subsection.

TOPICS IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

A tremendous interest in cooperative diversity
wireless systems has been observed over the last
years [1–4]. In the simplest form, a set of coop-
erating nodes relay information transmitted from
a single source towards a destination (Fig. 1).
The main advantage explored in cooperative
diversity is the redundancy offered by the avail-
ability of several paths between source and desti-
nation, through a set of relays; when the direct
path between source and destination is in deep
fade or blocked by an obstacle, reliable commu-
nication might be feasible through the available
relays. Given that more than one transmitting
nodes are utilized, cooperative diversity schemes
are fundamentally different than conventional
multihop communication, since they attempt to
mimic the behavior of multiantenna links and, as
a result, cooperative schemes are usually referred
to as “virtual antenna” schemes.

Despite the multiplying numbers of published
works on the general theme of cooperative diver-
sity during the last three years, there has not
been much work on implementation examples or
demonstrations for realistic wireless applications.
In this article we first describe the challenges the
communication engineer faces during the con-
struction of cooperative diversity schemes and
we underline their inherent cross-layer nature.
We then present the basic building blocks of the
cooperative diversity demonstration we imple-
mented in the laboratory using commodity hard-
ware and explain how we overcame the major
challenges.

Our work provides a concrete example of
implemented virtual antenna arrays and sheds
light onto the interactions needed among the
physical, data, and routing layers in cooperative
diversity schemes. Hopefully, this work will spark
interest within the research community in devis-
ing constructive ways that bridge theory with
practice in the emerging field of cooperative
wireless communications. 

IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES IN
COOPERATIVE DIVERSITY SYSTEMS

ACQUISITION OF NETWORK STATE
INFORMATION (NSI) AND IMPLEMENTATION OF

NETWORK COORDINATION

The main assumption in cooperative communi-
cations is that relay transmissions are always
beneficial, compared to direct communication
from source to destination. Communication
analysis treats the distributed relay transmissions
as a set of perfectly coordinated links where all
relays know if and when to transmit.1 Therefore,
such analysis provides an upper bound of perfor-
mance without quantifying the system resources
spent to discover which relays are indeed useful,
or the required overhead for coordination among
the cooperating nodes.

A relay node might have extremely poor wire-
less channel conditions during a specific time
interval, and thus any attempt at relaying
through that node would be strictly harmful and
wasteful in terms of transmission power and
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ABSTRACT

Cooperation among single-antenna
transceivers and formation of distributed antenna
arrays has recently attracted considerable interest.
Such distributed antenna arrays are envisioned to
provide resistance to slow wireless fading and
improve performance of point-to-point wireless
communication across various dimensions.
Despite the plethora of recently proposed theo-
retical approaches that promise gains due to
diversity at the physical layer though cooperation
(cooperative diversity), there is not much work in
the implementation of cooperative antenna arrays
with existing wireless transceivers. In this article
we summarize the main challenges in implemen-
tation of cooperative diversity antenna arrays for
realistic wireless networks. We then present the
basic building blocks of a cooperative diversity
demonstration realized in the lab, utilizing com-
modity radio hardware. Our work sheds light onto
the synergies needed between the physical, link,
and routing layers that significantly simplify the
overall network operation and decrease the
transceiver complexity in cooperative diversity
antenna arrays, making feasible the utilization of
(existing) commodity radio hardware. 
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available bandwidth. At a different time interval,
the same relay might become useful if the wire-
less channels towards source and destination are
strong (e.g., the relay, due to mobility has
acquired line-of-sight towards both source and
destination). It is therefore imperative to devise
cooperation schemes that discover how many
relays are available and which of them are
indeed useful, depending on their wireless chan-
nel conditions, as a function of time. Typically,
the number of available nodes in a networked
system is discovered at the routing layer (layer
3), while link (channel) state information is
acquired at the link layer (layer 2). Therefore,
cooperative systems need to exploit interactions
between those two layers in a periodic fashion,
so as to acquire time-dependent information
about the useful relays in the system and their
link (channel) states.

We refer to such information as network
state information (NSI), addressing the question
of which relays should participate in retransmis-
sions. Network coordination addresses the issue
of when relays should retransmit, given that the
receiver should detect the transmitted informa-
tion within a specified time interval. Relays
could retransmit synchronously, assuming syn-
chronization at the packet level, when all relays
retransmit within the same time interval, or
assuming synchronization at the network level,
when the relays retransmit in a round-robin
fashion, one after the other. In the latter case,
coordination becomes even harder, given that
when one relay transmits, all the others should
be aware of that and avoid any type of in-band
transmissions. Relays could also retransmit asyn-
chronously, for example, one relay could retrans-
mit as soon it has gathered enough signal to
properly obtain the original message, indepen-
dently of the other relays. Even such a scheme
requires coordination, given that all relay
retransmissions should occur within the specific
time interval the receiver “listens”.

Network state information as well as coordi-
nation (and their associated overhead) are usual-

ly downplayed in the cooperative diversity litera-
ture, even though such issues are critical in real-
istic environments and thus, deserve special
attention. Addressing such issues with distribut-
ed algorithms that do not rely on any type of
global network knowledge (commonly referred
to as genie-aided or server-based schemes) is a
fertile research area that justifies further explo-
ration. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTED
PHASED-ARRAYS (BEAMFORMING) VS.

DISTRIBUTED SPACE-TIME CODING
Assuming that useful relays have been identified
and coordination in the network has been estab-
lished, the issue of how relays should transmit
emerges. Cooperative diversity literature has
addressed this problem with two distinct
approaches.

The first approach is based on coherence and
assumes that disconnected wireless transceivers
have the ability to synchronize their carriers, in
such ways that in-band transmissions from multi-
ple, distributed transmitters always add construc-
tively at the final receiver [2]. In that way,
in-band transmissions do not cause interference,
but instead enhance the transmitted signal. Such
techniques are referred to as beamforming or dis-
tributed phased-arrays and they are commonly
used to simplify theoretical analysis, since phase
alignment at the carrier level reduces the treat-
ment of baseband signals to algebraic sums of
real numbers (instead of complex terms with dif-
ferent phases).

In practice, the implementation of distributed
phased arrays is still an open area of research.
Cost-effective ways to control carrier-level fre-
quencies are required, which is a nontrivial task,
especially in the high-frequency regime where
modern radios operate. Moreover, some level of
signaling from the final destination or a common
controller is required, in order for distributed
transmitters to estimate the required phase
adjustments. In short, the radio hardware com-
plexity and associated cost of distributed phased
arrays is significant, and more research is
required to keep it reasonable for practical
applications. It is also true that there is no com-
modity radio hardware currently available that
utilizes principles of distributed phased-arrays.

The second approach to the problem of coop-
erative transmission is based on distributed
space-time coding techniques [5]. Such tech-
niques do not require in principle any type of
channel state information (CSI) or specialized
radio hardware at the relays, but instead rely on
intelligent coding to exploit the multiple avail-
able relay paths. The only “hidden” requirement
is the need for linear RF-front ends at the receiv-
er, since efficient space-time codes utilize in-
band, simultaneous transmissions. The main
challenge in conventional space-time coding
research is to achieve good reliability, without
sacrificing the achieved throughput rate [6]. The
optimal space-time code is only known for two
transmitters (the Alamouti scheme) and the
research community strives to discover codes
that achieve near-optimal trade-offs for an
increased number of transmitters (e.g., see the
work on lattice coding [7]). There is a long way

n Figure 1. A set of K relays are overhearing the transmission of a single source.
After the completion of source transmission, there are several options: a) all
relays could utilize a distributed space-time code and simultaneously transmit
in-band (left); b) relay selection among the relays can be performed, and a sin-
gle relay can be utilized (center); c) a relay is utilized if and only if feedback
from the final destination flags such necessity (right). The last two cases
require distributed methods for efficient relay(s) selection.
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before results on space-time coding for the clas-
sic Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
channel are mature enough to be extended to
the distributed case of cooperative diversity,
where the number of useful antennas is in gener-
al, unknown and time varying. There is also the
challenge to quantify the performance of dis-
tributed space-time coding in realistic coopera-
tive diversity networks and associate the
observed benefits with the required overhead for
network coordination (discussed in detail in the
previous subsection). 

LIMITING TOTAL RECEPTION ENERGY
The transmission power (and consecutively,
transmission energy) of any cooperative network
is usually upper bounded. For example, in FCC
part-15 Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM)
bands, the total transmission power from multi-
ple in-band distributed transmitters is fully speci-
fied. Therefore, the total transmission power the
relays add into the network is (by definition)
bounded. The challenge in cooperative relay
schemes is to minimize the overall reception
power, which is not bounded and depends on
the total number of participating nodes in listen-
ing mode. Energy used for reception critically
affects the battery lifetime, and hence requires
special attention. This becomes particularly
important if modern radios are used, since uti-
lized forward error correction (FEC) has become
energy expensive, and thus reception energy is
comparable to transmission energy [8]. Even
though cooperative diversity has been viewed as
an energy-efficient alternative to direct, nonco-
operative communication, the critical issue of
increased total reception energy, as a function of
network size, is usually neglected in theoretical
analysis and deserves additional attention. 

CROSS-LAYER IMPLEMENTATION
WITH COMMODITY HARDWARE

In an effort to demonstrate the benefits of coop-
erative diversity in a concrete way, we decided to
implement a cooperative radio network and
facilitate a wireless indoor application. The
demonstration aimed to confirm the following:
• Improved reliability of cooperative data

transfer compared to conventional (nonco-
operative) wireless communication

• Adaptation of the cooperative wireless net-
work to the time varying wireless channel
conditions, especially when people were
moving inside the room

• Feasibility of cooperative diversity antenna
arrays with commodity hardware
The latter was by far the most difficult task.

The above sections discuss the cross-layer nature
of cooperative diversity and, therefore, the
requirement for flexible radios that provide
access to all layers. Unfortunately, most develop-
ment kits do not provide access to the detection
techniques at the physical and link layers, mainly
because detection is implemented in silicon and
there is no provision to control the associated
hardware. Additionally, there is limited access (if
any) to the medium access control (MAC) layer
which resides between the physical and the rout-

ing layer. Usually that may be programmable
and an application programming interface (API)
might be available to the communication engi-
neer; however, it is not guaranteed that enough
flexibility will be there, given that existing radio
protocol stacks have been designed according to
noncooperative principles. 

Therefore, it was soon realized that we had to
design our own transceiver architecture, provid-
ing flexible access to all necessary layers (physi-
cal, link, and routing). Furthermore, we chose to
keep the design as simple as possible and incor-
porate off-the-shelf, commodity components to
decrease the overall cost for the whole network
and accelerate hardware development. 

Finally, we set up a wireless application
through our custom cooperative diversity anten-
na array system, with special attention to the
input/output interface, so as to vividly demon-
strate the benefits of cooperation, even to the
nonspecialist.

DEMONSTRATION APPLICATION
A handheld computer retrieves weather infor-

mation from the World Wide Web and feeds it
through the serial port to one of our custom
transceivers. The information is transmitted
towards a similar receiver connected to a large
store display (Fig. 2). In that way, the received
information is publicly displayed and can be
readily viewed by humans. For that reason, new
information is transmitted every approximately 3
s, which is the time needed for the text to scroll
at the store display. Transmission power is
decreased and distance between the two end-
points is maximized, so as to emulate poor wire-
less channel conditions, especially when many
people are in the vicinity of the link. Therefore,
the displayed text information at the destination
includes errors that can be easily perceived.

Between source and destination, there is a set
of fixed, immobile color-coded relays (“red,”
“yellow,” “green”), packaged with a set of LEDs
that show from distance whether the relays col-
laborate or not with the initial source and form a
cooperative diversity antenna array (Fig. 2).
Information about which relay is participating is
also provided at the destination display via a
simple color-coding scheme. Whenever a coop-
erative antenna array is formed, performance is
improved (especially when people move inside
the room), and that can be easily perceived from
the quality of the text information received and
displayed at the destination. More importantly,
the network adapts to the time-varying wireless
channel conditions and that is visible either
through the LEDs at the relays or at the destina-
tion store display (Fig. 2). In that way, any spec-
tator of the demonstration has a clear
understanding that the network adapts to the
dynamics of the wireless channel while coopera-
tion benefits are simultaneously observed. In the
following subsections, we describe our approach
in detail. 

TRANSCEIVER IMPLEMENTATION
We designed and implemented a low-cost,
embedded, software defined radio (SDR), as
shown in Fig. 3. Our board includes a radio
frequency (RF) module, directly interfaced to
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an 8-bit microcontroller unit (MCU). The tech-
nical specifications of the utilized hardware are
depicted in Table 1. The MCU is based on the
pushpin computing architecture [9], originally
used for distributed sensing and computation
research. For this project, we specifically used
the microcontroller to fully control the radio.
All necessary functionality, including frame
transmission, frame synchronization, frame
reception and data detection, cyclic redundan-
cy check (CRC), as well as upper-level link
access and routing, are provided in software by
the microcontroller and were developed from
first principles. Special care was given to fully
utilize the available code space without the
need of external components and keep the
overall hardware design as simple as possible.
The microcontroller incorporated a serial port
interface, and therefore it was straightforward
to interface our transceivers with external
handheld computers, or other devices, through
the serial port.

PROTOCOL

Approach — The nonlinearity of our radio
module front-end precluded the utilization of in-
band simultaneous transmissions from multiple
relays. Therefore, space-time coding techniques
were not an option, with the particular radio
design. Nevertheless, the availability of received
signal strength indication (RSSI) allowed us to
utilize each transceiver and consecutively the
entire relay network, as a distributed sensor of
the wireless channel and thus, exploit the rich-
ness of wireless RF propagation, even with our
low-complexity, low-cost radios. 

Using the relays as a distributed sensor of RF
propagation is the main theme of “opportunistic
relaying” [4, 10, 11]: the relays sample the wire-
less channel in a distributed and periodic fashion
and manage to elect the best available single
relay path, among a collection of several possible
candidates. Specifically, the relays overhear pilot
signals transmitted from source (e.g., ready-to-

n Figure 2. The setup of the laboratory demonstration is depicted. A single source transmits to a single destination. Three colored relays
in the room can assist the communication. The source is connected to a handheld computer, and the destination is connected to a 
large store display, which outputs the received text information. The relays are equipped with LEDS that demonstrate activity. While
people are moving inside the room, the network in a distributed and dynamic (non-static) way discovers which relays should be utilized,
and relay information is depicted at the destination display.

Red Relay
Yellow Relay

The red Relay is blocked.
Information is relayed
through the yellow relay.

The yellow Relay is blocked.
Information is relayed
through the red relay.
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send, RTS) and the destination (e.g., clear-to-
send, CTS) and use them to estimate the chan-
nel conditions towards source and destination. A
timing method has been proposed, so as the net-
work discovers the relay with the best end-to-
end channel conditions, without requiring global
CSI information in a central controller or any-
where else in the network [4]. This is accom-
plished by an intelligent relay access scheme: as
soon as each relay receives the pilot signal from
the destination (CTS), it initiates a timer with an
initial value inversely proportional to the quality
of its own end-to-end channel conditions towards
source and destination. The timer of the relay
with the best channel conditions expires first and
consecutively, that node notifies destination as
well as the rest of the network for its availability,
with a flag packet. The destination could further
notify the rest of the network about the discov-
ery of a useful relay.

Two functions of received signal strength (or,
equivalently, signal-to-noise ratios) for each
relay j about the path from source to relay γSj
and relay to destination γjD (which is the same
for the path between destination to relay, due to
reciprocity) have been proposed [4]:

γ = min(γSj , γjD), (1)

γ= 2(γSj γjD)/(γSj + γjD) (2)

The first seems more appropriate in regener-
ative (decode-and-forward) relay networks, while
the second, which is a smoother function of the
relay link strengths compared to the first, is
more appropriate for amplify-and-forward relays
[10].

The intelligent channel access scheme
achieves selection of the relay that maximizes γ
across all relays, without requirement for global
CSI anywhere in the network. The intuition is
simple: in order to find out the tallest student in
a classroom, you do not need to measure the
height of each and everyone in the room, but

instead you can invite all students to stand up
and ask the tallest member to observe the class
and raise her hand. As every channel access
scheme, there is a nonzero probability for two or
more relays to access the channel, within the
same time interval. Probabilistic analysis of such
an event for various wireless channel models
with incorporation of practical limitations, such
as the nonzero radio switch time from listening-
to-transmit mode or propagation delay differ-
ences among the several links in the network,
has been detailed elsewhere [4]. We note that
even at the case where two or more relays have
similar end-to-end channel quality, relay selec-
tion is still feasible by using randomized algo-
rithms. 

In our implementation, we exercised function
(1) as a relay path quality metric. A 16-bit timer
was used for each relay, and RTS/CTS packets
transmitted from source and destination respec-
tively, allowed the estimation of γ at every relay.
The CTS reception initiated the distributed relay
selection and the selected relay was used for a
specific period of time, smaller than the coher-
ence time of the channel. For 916.5 MHz carrier
frequency and mobility of approximately 1 m/sec
(corresponding to walking people), the channel
coherence time becomes approximately 300
msec.2 The measured indoor channel coherence
time often revealed values close to 800 msec for
a 916.5 MHz carrier and provided an approxi-
mate repetition rate for relay selection.

We note that our relay selection scheme is
performed proactively, before the source trans-
mits the message, in contrast to prior art that
has focused or reactive schemes, where selection
could be performed among relays that have cor-
rectly decoded the message. Such a design choice
was intentional, since we attempted to minimize
the total reception power, given that relays
which are not selected, could enter an idle mode
and avoid any reception for a specific period of
time. In contrast, reactive schemes have all

n Figure 3. Low-cost embedded, software defined radios (eSDRs) were created in order to ensure full access to the physical, link
(access), and routing layers. A microcontroller unit (MCU) was interfaced directly to a 916.5 MHz on-off keying radio. All necessary
functions for transmission/reception, synchronization, detection, and access were implemented in software at the 8051 MCU. Serial
port interfaces also allowed connection to handheld computers and external devices. The hardware cost for each eSDR was on the
order of $30 total (in quantities of 10).

DAC

Digital inMCU

ADC

TX

RX RF
module

RSSI

2 Channel coherence time
is inversely proportional to
Doppler shift, which
depends on mobility speed
and carrier frequency.
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relays listen in order to receive the message,
even though a subset of them eventually for-
wards the message and thus, total reception
energy increases with network size. This might
be a serious limitation of reactive schemes in
battery operated networks. 

Finally, we note that our protocol does not
require any type of in-band transmissions, and
thus any low-complexity radio transceivers can
be employed.

Signaling and Receiver Structure — Infor-
mation was sent periodically, in blocks corre-
sponding to 16 characters of information, since
that was the selected message length that could
be displayed at the receiver display. The message
would scroll from left to right with duration of
approximately 3 s. Therefore, messages of 16
characters were sent within that period.

Before every message transmission, “best”
relay selection would be performed, according to
the described algorithm. Then, 16 frames were
transmitted from the source, corresponding to

the 16 characters of the message. Each frame
(out of those 16 frames) was repeated from the
best relay, provided that it had been correctly
decoded. That is why the measured signal struc-
ture, acquired with a digital oscilloscope and
shown in Fig. 4 (second row, second picture),
has empty slots destined for transmission from
the selected relay. Each frame included the nec-
essary synchronization preamble, followed by 4
bytes (32 bits) that included header information
(source id, destination id, sequence id), data
information, as well as a cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) for error detection purposes (Fig. 4,
upper-right figure). CRC information was
required so that the relay could find out whether
it had correctly decoded the message. The desti-
nation received information from the source as
well as information from the best relay and
decided about the original message. Even though
we could use a maximum ratio combiner (MRC),
we chose to further simplify the receiver struc-
ture: the receiver decoded both messages and
kept the one with the correct message (assertion
made with the help of the CRC field).

The signal structure (depicted in Fig. 4 from
captured oscilloscope traces) is a specific exam-
ple of how opportunistic relaying can be used in
cooperative diversity contexts. It should be
viewed as a concrete example for a specific
application, built for demonstration purposes.
Additional optimization could be performed if
that was necessary. For example, the time
required for “best” relay selection could be fur-
ther reduced. We did not perform such opti-
mization, since there was no such need in our
slow bit-rate and low duty cycle demonstration.
However, we have studied such optimization and
have shown that relay selection can be efficiently
performed within a time interval that is two to

n Figure 4. Measured traces at the RX (receive) pin of the destination, using a digital oscilloscope. Upper
left: The CTS packet from destination is followed by the Flag packet from the “best” (selected) relay. Then
32 frames follow (16 from source and 16 from selected relay).Lower left: Direct and selected relay frame
transmissions are interlaced. Lower right: Direct communication when no relay retransmits. Upper right:
The structure of each frame. A preamble is used for frame synchronization, followed by 32 on-off bits that
include the message (8 bits), as well as CRC and protocol information (source address, destination
address).

1 frame

CTS Flag 32/16 frames

32 frames (direct + best relay) 16 frames (direct communication)

Preamble 32 on-off bits

n Table 1. Specification details of the utilized hardware.

MCU RF module

Pushpin MCU RF-Monolithics

Architecture: 8051 (8-bit) Frequency: 916.5 MHz

Clock speed: 22.1184 MHz Baud rate: 115 kHz

12-bit ADC, 10-bit DAC Modulation: on-off keying

Voltage: 3 V (2 AA batteries)
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three orders of magnitude smaller than the
channel coherence time, in slow fading environ-
ments [4]. Therefore, sampling of space can be
repeated with small overhead more often, within
intervals smaller than the coherence interval.
Such sampling would be sufficient even for cases
where the wireless channel fluctuated in a dis-
continuous and abrupt fashion.

Additionally, our embedded radios did not
have much computation power, given the 8 bit
processor structure. More complex receiver
structures, like a (MRC) receiver or an advanced
error correcting code combiner receiver require
more powerful computation and could be used
in conjunction with a powerful microprocessor
for each embedded radio. Note, however, that
increased complexity at each receiver increases
the necessary required reception energy, having
a significant impact on the overall energy budget
[8]. We chose to keep the individual nodes as
simple as possible and rather exploit distributed
intelligence at the network level.

Practical Considerations — One of our main
concerns during implementation was the limited
resolution of the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) at each relay radio, during the evaluation
of the signal strength path, towards source and
destination. Fortunately, the microcontroller’s 12
bit ADC was proven adequate in practice. A
slight movement in space could easily result to a
factor of 10 in strength fluctuation, as we experi-
mentally observed and, therefore, crude digitiza-
tion of such variation is sufficient.3

A second concern during implementation was
about specific channel estimation algorithms at
the relays, given the 8-bit architecture of each
micro-processor which resulted to limited compu-
tation performance: we had to reduce all floating-
point calculations in order to improve accuracy
and speed. That was the main limitation from a
hardware perspective and could be resolved by
using more advanced microcontrollers.

A third concern involved the case when a col-
lision among relays did occur. There are several
possibilities with regard to what the relays should
do after a collision. One solution could be to
have source or destination notify the relays that
they have collided, especially when the relays
cannot listen to each other; in that case, one of
the relays could back off. This is easy to imple-
ment, since the relays switch between receive
and transmit mode periodically in order to
receive the information from the source. There-
fore, a control-bit indicating collision and trans-
mitted by the source (or the destination) is
straightforward. Another, even simpler solution
could be to have the relays that indeed partici-
pate in the retransmission randomly avoid
retransmitting information and wait to see if
other relays are retransmitting. This is a valid
approach when there is a path between source
and destination, and the additional path via the
best relay is used to increase reliability. In the
case when there is no direct path between source
and destination, that solution is clearly subopti-
mal. For our room-size demonstration, where a
path between source and destination was avail-
able (although with variable quality), that
approach was followed.

Finally, we need to emphasize the fact that
the utilized cooperative diversity technique is
about increasing reliability in slowly fading envi-
ronments. Sampling of space, in the form of
pilot signals transmitted from source or destina-
tion, needs to be periodically repeated. Empha-
sis on this work was given in minimizing the
overhead time required for best relay selection
and no assumptions were made regarding
smoothness of the wireless channel fluctuations.
Future work could focus on dynamic channel
access measurement, modeling, and prediction
so as to minimize the overhead for pilot signals
and channel estimation.

DISCUSSION
We established a demonstration of cooperative
diversity using low-complexity, commodity radio
and attempted to address all challenges. The dis-
tributed nature of cooperative relaying was by
far the most intriguing difficulty. The introduc-
tion of an intelligent channel access scheme at
the link layer (layer 2) with characteristics of
adaptive routing (layer 3) provided distributed
ways for acquisition of network state information
and coordination. Such intelligence at layers 2
and 3 allowed simplification of the physical layer
(layer 1), and thus utilization of low-complexity
radios was made feasible. Furthermore, the
proactive nature of relay selection reduced the
total network reception energy.

Information theoretic analysis of our proto-
col, for both amplify-and-forward as well as
decode-and-forward relays, revealed maximum

n Figure 5. The diversity-multiplexing gain trade-off (DMT) for the implement-
ed protocol (thick line). Diversity d(r) provides a measure of reliability, while
multiplexing gain (or degrees of freedom) r provides an indication of the
achievable rate (b/s/Hz). Relay selection provides the same DMT as space-
time coding for K relays. If one round of feedback is utilized, DMT perfor-
mance is improved. Additional rounds (total L rounds of feedback) of
feedback enhance the performance. Intelligent relay selection offers coopera-
tion benefits without simultaneous in-band transmission and allows for uti-
lization of low-complexity radio hardware.

Space-time coding

L rounds of feedback

10.5

L-1
(K+1)

K+1

L

d(r)

r

1 round of feedback

No feedback

3 We note, however, that
the timing protocol used
for relay selection is bene-
fited by a fine resolution
at the ADC.
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diversity order on the number of participating
nodes in the system, even though a single relay
transmits [4]. Moreover, the diversity–multiplex-
ing gain trade-off4 (DMT) in opportunistic relay-
ing was the same as that in distributed
space-time coding schemes, where in-band,
simultaneous transmissions and optimal process-
ing are assumed [4]. If one (or several rounds of
feedback) from destination towards the selected
relay is available, then the DMT performance
can be further enhanced [11], offering improved
reliability without sacrifice in terms of the
achieved rate. In that way, the implemented
cooperative diversity technique resembles the
benefits of optimal centralized antenna arrays,
without in-band, simultaneous relay transmis-
sions (Fig. 5). Subsequent theoretical analysis
has shown that under an aggregate transmission
power constraint, the implemented technique
outperforms space-time coding techniques at the
finite-SNR regime [10]. Those findings suggest
that the approach followed in this work not only
allows implementation with commodity hard-
ware, but also outperforms other techniques
found in the literature.

Our work demonstrates that the benefits of
cooperative diversity do not necessarily arise
from in-band, simultaneous transmissions, but
instead emerge from:
• The existence of several potential relay

paths between source and destination and
• The dynamic discovery of the most useful of

them, by means of distributed and adaptive
techniques
Future work should extend our results to the

wideband regime, possibly through the use of
multicarrier modulation (OFDM) with imple-
mentation of our algorithms for each subband.
More work is also needed to extend our scheme
to multihop environments and quantify end-to-
end performance.

Cooperative diversity is, by nature, a cross-
layer approach and hence requires exploitation
of the physical, link, and routing layers which
have been traditionally addressed assuming non-
cooperative communication. Our work has pro-
vided a concrete implementation of cooperative
diversity antenna arrays using commodity hard-
ware and hopefully will spark interest in the
research community to study cooperation in all
layers and become adventurous enough to imple-
ment them in custom, experimental test-beds.
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